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Introduction
The aim of this guideline is to present the I-TREND SASF software (semi-automated shop finder)
with all the up-to-date features. The first part describes the methodology of the search and a
description of results categorisation. The second part is dedicated to step-by-step instructions on
how to use the I-TREND SASF interface.
If you might have any questions with respect to the methods used or questions of technical
nature, please address them to Martin Pazitny (martin_pazitny@hotmail.com) with copy to
Vendula Belackova (vendulabelackova@gmail.com). Also, please let us know if you plan to start
using the I-TREND SASF for your own monitoring (not only we can assist with updating the search
query, but we also need to know if someone else has taken over the necessary „human input“
per country). Also, for the moment, the server which stores the data is pre-paid until the fall
2016.

1. Searching methodology
The I-TREND SASF software interface is available at https://testserver.pborky.sk/search/ for ITREND project partners (the open source code of I-TREND SASF intended for public use and
upgrades can be retrieved at https://github.com/I-TREND/SASF).
For I-TREND project partners, the I-TREND SASF interface continues an automated search of the
internet. It uses the same key words that were set up in 2014 (1st TOP 10 & country-specific
search terms and engines, see Tables 1 and 2 for overview). The use of the original search queries
has enabled a continuous monitoring in 3 subsequent years, but given the fast overturn of NPS
on the market, it is no longer suitable for further monitoring and the search phrases should be
updated.1
For every individual search phrase the software returns 100 results per search engine (please
note that this is less than the EMCDDA snapshot which looks at 20 additional results until no
relevant e -shop can be found). Mostly, 3 search engines per country were used. Given that
many results appeared in all the search engines at a time, the number of outcomes per country is
(every week) less than 300. At the same time, the software automatically uses the categories
assigned to the results by „human input“ in the past. This means, that every week, only a few
new results are found that need further categorisation by I-TREND SASF user.2

1

Changing the search queries will discontinue the methodology of I-TREND monitoring through which we
downloaded data in 3 consecutive years (spring 2014, 2015 and 2016). This is due to the fact that at current,
the software doesn`t allow for different search profiles per country. We would like to add multiple profiles per
country (which would keep the same knowledge databasis per country that was established through the ITREND project), but so far, it has been outside the capacities of the programmer who was originally contracted
for this job. Opensource code of the SW is available here: https://github.com/I-TREND/SASF and we are happy
to provide guidance to anyone who would be willing to continue with I-TREND SASF upgrade
2
2 However, the number of „unsorted“ results (in the cathegory „e-shop“ and „other“ might accumulate over
time. The last time we performed a full cathegorisation was April 15th, 2016 for all I-TREND project partner
countries.
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Table 1: Search terms used by I-TREND project partners (set up in 2014, still in use as of
March 30th, 2016).

PL

NL

UK

FR

CZ

"UR-144" sklep

"4fluoramphetamine"
kopen

“Etizolam” buy

“AM-2201” acheter

"3-MMC" koupit

"AM-2201" sklep

"4-FA" kopen

“4-MEC” buy

“UR-144” acheter

"4-FA " koupit

“Pentedron’ sklep

"4-FMP" kopen

“MPA” buy

“MDPV” acheter

"4-MEC" koupit

"3,4-DMMC" sklep

"Flava" kopen

“5 APB” buy

“4-MEC” acheter

"6-APB" koupit

“Brefedron” sklep

“Flux” kopen

“PMA” buy

“25-I NBOME” acheter

"AMT" koupit

“MPPP” sklep

“MDPV" kopen

“Pentadrone” buy

“5-MEO-DALT” acheter

"bk-MDMA" koupit

“MDPBP” sklep

"5-IT" kopen

“Phenazepam” buy

“6-APB” acheter

"MDPBP" koupit

“PVP” sklep

"5-it" kopen

“AM-2201” buy

“5-APB” acheter

“methoxetamine”
koupit

"3-MMC" sklep

"mexxy" kopen

“AKB48” buy

“Ethylphenidate” acheter

"ethcathinone" koupit

“Etkatynon” sklep

"aMT" kopen

“Mefedron” sklep

"6-APB" kopen

“6 apb” buy

“NRG3” acheter

"Funky" koupit

“dopalacze sklep
internetowy”

"Benzo Fury" kopen

“5 meo dalt” buy

”NRG-3” acheter

"Cherry Cocolino"
koupit

"methoxetamine"
kopen

”amt” buy

”NRG 3” acheter

"Ethylphenidate" koupit

"MXE" kopen

“ methalone” buy

"Happ y caps" acheter

"MPA" koupit

"alphamethyltryptamine"
kopen

”ur-144” buy

"Party pills" acheter

"Wlodziu" koupit

"5-(2Aminopropyl)indole"
kopen

”mdai” buy

"Bong bastic" acheter

"Eth Cat" koupit

"4-MEC" kopen

”5F-AKB48” buy

"Ex" koupit

"25-I NBOME" kopen

”MPA” buy

"El Magico" koupit

"5-MEO-DALT" kopen

”2-AI” buy

"DMX" koupit

"5-APB" kopen

”N-Methyl-2-AI” buy

"Pentedrone" koupit

“Ethylphenidate” buy “Methoxetamine” acheter

"MPPP" koupit

“Methoxphendine”
buy
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Table 2: Search terms used by I-TREND project partners (set up in 2014, still in use as of
March 30th, 2016).
PL

NL

UK

FR

CZ

google.pl

google.nl

google.com

google.fr

google.cz

bing.com

yahoo.nl

bing.com

bing.fr

seznam.cz

vinden.nl

yahoo.com

yahoo.fr

centrum.cz

bing.nl

1.1. Manual categorisation (required „human input“)
The main value added of the I-TREND SASF over any regular internet search for e-shops offering
NPS is (i) aggregation of work across different search engines, (ii) a knowledge database built upon
the previous categorisation of webpages. The knowledge database gets stored and updated for any
number of searches / key words in the future.


e.g. once you decide for a certain webpage that it is an actual e-shop offering new
psychoactive substances, it will appear as an „e-shop (approved)“ in any number of further
searches.

All new search results can be found in the „e-shop“ category. You should periodically check this
category and move the results to other categories based on your assessment of the following
criteria/category.
Results which appear in the “e-shop” or “other” category be moved to one of the following
categories:
1]
"E-shop (approved)" - consist of e-shops which have unique design (no other identified
web shop has the same design) and are properly working. This is your main outcome category that
you will use for exports and analysis. Only unique e-shops should be stored here (see the following
categories for guidance).


E-shop (approved) has to be an actual e-shop offering NPS in the national language. The
decision of whether a page is an actual e-shop is left to your consideration. Regarding the
decision whether it belongs to your national search, it should be presented in the national
language for which the search is being performed.



If the e-shop is not in your national language, then it is possible to use additional criteria
such that link the e-shop to your country. So e.g. partners country domain name is used (e.g.
.nl) or the shop is apparently based in the country (by address in contact information) or
people speak about it on fora and so on. In such cases the interface in different than
national language is acceptable.

2] "Fora" - in case we found a web page which seems to have a web forum including discussion
about NPS. This category also includes blogs with information about NPS. Keeping this category is
optional and can help WS 01 Fora to identify new web fora for further analysis.
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3]
"Second Hand Shops" - in case we found a "Second Hand Shop" offering NPS, keeping this
category and monitoring Second Hand Shops is also optional. By "Second Hand Shop" we mean any
kind of online auction, bazaar, marketplace where people can sell various products, or WordPress
sites consisted just from one or several posts, or/and information about price are not listened
or/and it is not possible pay on website.
4]
"Temporary" – this is a category in which you can place a web page that you will categorise
in the next step; you can come back to it later and decide over appropriate categorisation
(e.g.“Approved”, “Duplicate” , ”Parallel”...). In the long run, you want to keep this category empty,
same as the initial e-shop category3
5]
"Duplicates" - for storing duplicates of the e-shops offering NPS (e.g. in category E-Shop
(approved) you have two similar URLs, one as http://www.shop.com and the second one as
https://www.shop.com, so to avoid having duplicate URL's in category E-Shop (approved) you can
move one of the URLs in the category Duplicates).
6]
“Dead E-shops” - in this category the e-shops which were previously active and stopped
working are kept. After entering the URL, you can usually see message: "Page is not available.." or
variation of this message.
7]
“Redirect”- This category contains the e-shops which are automatically redirecting to
another web shop/URL. For example: https://www.buyanychem.com/ is automatically redirected to
https://www.chem.eu/
8]
“Parallel e-shops” - This category includes e-shops which have the same web page design
and content as other e-shop(s) in „e-shop (approved)“ category, but have different URL address.
Variation may be for example in a domain name: http://www.shayanashop.com/ vs
http://www.shayanashop.biz/ or the URL address may be completely different, for example
http://www.bongbasticshop.com/ vs http://www.bongbastic.com/. What is important in your
decision to use this category is the design and content of web shops - which is identical for the two
URLs. Only one shop using a „unique“ design and content are kept in the „e-shop (approved)“
category; when there are multiple parallel shops, please keep the one with the highest Alexa
ranking in „e-shop approved“; you should move all the other e-shops that are the same but appear
under multiple URLs into „parallel“.
 Don’t mistake „parallel“ e-shops with those that are hosted in public marketplaces such as
'otwarte.pl'. Such market places provide shop templates and this is why shops on public market
places have similar design.
9]
"Banned"- all the web sites which look irrelevant (nor an e-shop offering NPS in your
national language neither any of the webpage types listed above)

1.2.

Manual categorization of new results: step by step

1. Log in and to go over category "E-Shop ", "Other", check results in these categories. You can also
use a description of a website under ‘NAME'; it is not necessary to open every single webpage.

3

The initial e-shop category feeds itself regularly with each week search; the “Temporary” category can only be
fed in manually.
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2. Websites that are not e-shops shall be move to ‘Banned; category. You can use icons for multiple
selections and multiple transfers into the ‘Banned’ category.
3. If you find an e-shop offering NSP check whether this website meets criteria for your country
(language, address, ...). If yes, move this webpage to ‘Temporary” category for later categorization;
if no, move this website into the ‘Banned’ category
4. Websites in ‘Temporary’- check to which category (Approved, Redirect, Parallel, ...) the website
belongs the best and move a website from category "Temporary" to appropriate category.
5. If you find duplicates between results, please move them to ‘Duplicates'
6. In case you know about any other web shop offering NPS which we were not able to find, and it is
matching criteria, add it manually (see - 2.5. How to ADD the web site manually).
7. Once in a while (frequency is up to you) or before you want to use results for analysis, check if all
the e-shops are still operating correctly. You can also check the screenshots rather than going on
the actual webpages.


We are using free add-on for the Firefox browser, called ‘Grab them all’ for multiple
screenshots.
Move the e-shops which are not offering NPS or operating correctly into the ‘Dead Eshops” category.

8. As I-TREND SASF is set up at the moment, you can only download the present results. In order to
download your results, you need to perform the categorisation described above first. You can do
this all weekly, monthly, yearly – as you wish.

2. I-TREND SASF interface: step by step
2.1.

Sign in

Software is available at https://testserver.pborky.sk/search/
Usernames and passwords can be found at:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i2564ym9njd420u/Log%20ins.xlsx?dl=0
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2.2.

Main page with results

1. Your user name
2. Subcategories for search functionalities
3. List of categories with number of websites per category is located on left side
4. Sequence number under which was web site found
5. URL address
6. short description of web sites
7. pages with result in selected category
8. report download icon
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2.2.1. Find specific web shop in results

1. Search box to search for specific website in results between all categories; useful for finding
duplicates websites in results, e.g. http://www.sjamaan.com/ vs https://sjamaan.com/

2.3.

Categorization of results

1. & 2. New web sites found by software are shown in E-Shop and Other category
3. New results in category
4. Sequence number under which web site was found by search engine
After click on this icon all results found under same search query are shown.
5. An Icon for multiply selection and transfer of websites
6. List of categories were selected websites can be moved
7. An icon for multiple transfers of websites to banned category
8. An icon for individual transfer to banned category
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2.3.1. Sequence number
Example of results after clicked on icon of sequence number.

1. Search query under which web sites were found
2. Search engine under which web sites were found
3. Number of web sites in categories founded by same search engine and same search query; this
function is useful if it is hard to find NPS on specific website and decide if the web site is offering
NPS or not, e.g. pharmacy e-shop.

2.4.

Website details

Choose web shop and click on icon ‘Details’
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2.4.1. Details of functionalities

1. Edit icon detailed described in 2.4.1.1
2. List of screenshots made by software for selected website
3. Possible to download a report of selected website
4. History icon detailed described in 2.4.1.2

2.4.1.1. Edit icon - site information

Form where is possible copy - past information about selected website. The download format is csv.
File.
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2.4.1.2. History

Click on ‘History’ icon, select information about website and download report in csv file.

2.5.

How to ADD the web site manually

We updated the software with a new function "Add", so you can add manually new sites which
have not been found by the software.
This is step by step guideline how to do it.

2.5.1. Click on add icon:

2.5.2. Select engine & enter the searching phrase
This information is important in case you discovered some web page the software didn't find.
Please select search engine name (any) and in searching phrase please write "manual search", so it
is clear that is site was added manually. Every result has to be connected to 1.search engine and
2.searching phrase.
3. Click on “+”
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2.5.3. Select category and click on "Add" button
First you have to select category to which you want to add the new site and then click "Add"

2.5.4. Fill up information:
URL , Name of the web site and Sequence numbers. Please insert website Name and for Sequence
number always use 101 for manual add.. Both these information are mandatory. Then click on
“Save changes”.
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2.5.5. The webpage was successfully added:

2.5.6. You can see the site between other results:

Please note, that in case you added the new e-shop to the category "E-shop (approved)", all the
data regarding the web page ranking characteristics will be visible after 24 hours the latest (the
software needs some time to obtain the data from ranking web sites).
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2.6.

How to move several results into different category the same time

2.6.1. Select all:

1. & 2. New uncategorized results are in E-shop and Other category
3. For selection of all results at once click on icon in red square no.3
4. If you want to move all results to the banned category, just click on “cross” beside icon
“Category”; square no.4
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2.6.2. Select individual result
If you want to move several results at a time to different category, just select them (no.1 &
no.2) and select one of categories (no.3) or banned category (no.4) as previously described.
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